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ABSTRACT 

Indian is considered as the Male dominated country in which every society is Patriarchal in nature. We all talk 

about the rights of the women but when it come to the men’s rights no one including the government is not 

ready to come forward for the rights of the men. Indian government makes many provisions for the protection 

of the women. But there is no single law and act which provides the protection to the men. This paper attempts 

to explore the extent of the problems of the men and highlights the causes of it. This paper also deals with the 

rights of the men protection of the men. In the end this paper including the problems which the men also facing 

and some solution by which the men can also get the remedy and they also can seek the justice. Laws need to 

be gender neutral rather gender specific. 

KEY WORDS 

PATRIARCHAL:- Patriarchal means the complete control of the male over the family, society. 

GENDER EQUALITY:- It means that the equal opportunity for the both for men and women. 

RAPE:-  Unlawful sexual activity and sexual intercourse against the will or consent of the other person. 

HARASSMENT:- It is  behaviour which is intended to trouble or annoy someone. 

DOWRY:- It is an amount of money or property which is given by the women’s family to the man family to 

whom she is marrying. 

GENDER NEUTRAL:- Gender Neutral means that the laws needs to be equal for both men and women.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

India is a male-dominated country and society is patriarchal in nature but is it really a male-dominated country? 

Every day we read and see the news related to the offence against the women in the form of gender equality, 

violence, sexual harassment, domestic violence, rape, dowry, etc. Almost all the time, the society raised a 

voice for the rights of the women if the accused is not convicted. On the other hand, we fail to realise that men 

can be the victim of the same offence too. That’s why the offence against the men not come into the picture 

nor discussed in India. 

GENDER EQUALITY FOR MEN TOO 

In India, it is always women wo have been uplifted in the society on the basis of gender equality because it is 

considered that the women are the special and vulnerable group in the society and they should be treated 

equally but in the 21st century, are women really need equal status as they are already equal in the main domain 

whether it is company, education, job etc. If we talk about the gender equality generally we all considered that 
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the equality for the women by talking about gender equality for the women we forget that the men also 

discriminated on the basis of the gender. Gender Equality does not only talk about women, gender equality 

means equality for all equality for men and women too. But we only talk about the equality for the women 

and the result of it the most of the cases related to the discrimination of the men’s Gender Equality not come 

into the knowledge and not registered.  

Constitution of India provide equal rights to every citizen of India but reality is different, we can see it by an 

example:- The Delhi Metro has reserved the full coach for the women. Whenever a men try to sit on that 

reserved seat for women in the general coach, then he immediately made to get up from those seats by ignoring 

the fact that the men need that seat in an emergency. It is the clear discrimination of the men on the basis of 

gender equality. It is also the violation of the Article15 of the Indian Constitution which state that no one can 

discriminate any person right on the basis of the religion, race, caste, sex, and place of birth. But this Delhi 

Metro example clearly violating the right of the male on the basis of the sex.  

RAPE AGAINST MEN 

Rape is a sexual assault which involves sexual intercourse and another form of sexual penetration against the 

other without her consent. As we all know that rape is a very shameful criminal activity which can destroy the 

life of that person to against the rape has been committed whether the victim of the rape is a man or women 

the rape has the same effect over the person against whom it is committed, but in Indian when we talk about 

the Rape the first thing come into our mind is that the Rape of women because of the mind set of the society 

which only considered that men can't be the victim of rape but is a harsh reality that men also the victim of 

rape yes men too the victim of rape. The men did not come to speak about this because of the mind-set of the 

society and the lack in the laws, The section 375 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860, deals with the rape and 

provides the right to the women-only it does not provide any safeguard to men because it’s stated it is not only 

about to the penetration of penis which considered as rape it is to inserting anything and applying the mouth 

it will also amount to rape. These kinds of Acts can also be done by the women without the consent which 

must be criminalized but it is not recognised as the rape because of the lack  laws. Section 375 of IPC only 

talk about the rape and legal provisions against it but it’s not mentions anything against men. Also, Section 

354, 354C, 354D of IPC, dealing with sexual harassment, stalking, voyeurism, respectively. accept women as 

a victim and men as the perpetrator. These all sections are gender specific not the gender-neutral. 

SEXUAL HARASSMENT OF MEN AT WORKPLACE 

Sexual Harassment at workplace is an illegal activity which is done by the employer against their employees. 

Sexual harassment at the workplace may be as unwelcome touching, calling by the offensive sexual nickname, 

pressured for to go to for the romantic dates etc. As India is considered as a Male-dominated country so when 

we think about it the first picture comes into our mind is that the harassment of the women by the Male, co-

workers, supervisor, or boss. But the men also suffering from the same problem. The Indian government 
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provide protection to the women forms it by some of the laws as Sexual Harassment Of Women At Workplace 

Act, 2013.1 Section 354A, 354B, 354C, 354D of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 also provides protection to the 

women forms sexual harassment. But no specific Law is provided which protect the men from the sexual 

harassment. It is true that the majority of the sexual harassment cases filed by the women but we can’t deny 

that the men are not facing sexual harassment. A report came into 2015 which shows that in 2015, around 

6,822 cases of sexual harassment were filed in which 17.1 per cent cases were field by the men. So we can’t 

deny that the men also facing the same problem and it’s time that we need special laws for the protection of 

the male too. 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AGAINST MEN 

The Domestic Violence includes broad violent acts which are done by one of the family members of the 

household of the family against the other person. In India, the Domestic Violence always discussed into the 

relation of the women and the men only considered as the accused. But in the present time, the men also face 

the violence physically, mentally, emotionally, verbally, sexually etc.  in the family. It is a harsh reality that 

the men are facing domestic violence by the wife. The Indian Legislation provides protection to the women 

which is known as the Protection of the Women from the Domestic Violence Act, 20052 but there is no law 

which can protect the men from the domestic violence. 

 On the other hands, there are no laws which can protect the protection for the men because the society, as 

well as the government, is not ready to accept that the men can be the victim of the same offence. And no one 

including the government of India is ready to stand for the rights of the men. Domestic Violence is a serious 

social issue which is not only in India it is over the World but in most of the countries in the world having the 

laws for the protection of the both male or female. But in India, there is no legal remedy as there are no legal 

provisions in any law which can protect the men who are facing the violence from the wife and the other 

female family members. There are several cases where a husband has been battered, abused, tortured by wife 

in connivance with her own family as in the Karnataka there was a spouse living the husband Darshan was 

facing the violence by his wife, Another incident the thirty years old Santosh Raj was also facing the same 

problem after the three months of the marriage his wife hired goons and attacked on him she not only 

did this she also beat up his parents, brother and the sister. It is not enough some times the violence 

is so brutal that the husband suffers the grievous hurt even also killed. 

 

 

                                                             
1 https://www.indiacode.nic.in/handle/123456789/2104?view_type=browse&sam_handle=123456789/1362  
2 https://vikaspedia.in/social-welfare/women-and-child-development/women-development-1/meera-didi-se-poocho/domestic-

violence-act-2005  
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 NEED A NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR MEN OR MINISTRY OF MEN IN INDIA 

 India is a democratic country and it is clearly unfair to discriminate the people on the basis of gender. India 

has the Ministry for the development of the child and women, but when it comes to the men none of the 

government is working for the men’s rights. 

Reasons why we need the National commission for the men:- 

 The laws are the highest form which deals with the offences. The offences as Sexual Harassment, Rape, 

Domestic Violence, in the relation of these offences the Indian government only provided the laws for 

the protection of the women-only and nothing mentioned for the benefit of the men, so there are the 

high chances that the women can file the false cases against the men by which the innocent persons 

suffer the most. So there is a need of the Ministry for the men by which the men can get the chances 

to make their cases. 

 In India, there are several bodies at the District, State, Central, National level to protect the rights of 

the women but there is no single body or commission which can protect and look after the issues of 

the men and boys. 

 There are many examples where men are subjected to the Domestic Violence, Harassment, Torture, 

Injustice, Cruelty and some of the time they face false accusations under the Women Centric 

Legislation and they may face the punishment without doing anything because there is nobody that can 

research, analysed, record the offences against the men and cab protect them from the false accusations. 

NEED OF THE GENDER NEUTRAL LAWS 

There is a great need that the laws should be the gender neutral, not the gender specific. Section 375 provides that 

the rape can only be committed against the women the men can’t be the victim of the rape. There are many 

instances of laws which are gender specific such as, Domestic Violence Act, 2005, Sexual Harassment Of Women 

At Workplace Act 2013, Dowry Prohibition Act 1961. Theses acts and the laws should be the Gender Neutral 

because the offences as the sexual harassment, rape, domestic violence, sexual harassment at the workplace can 

happen to anyone whether you are a girl or boy. Domestic violence should be considered as spousal violence and 

must not be differentiated due to gender. In the case of the Sudesh Jhaku v. K.C. Jhaku3 in this for the first time 

Indian rape laws was dealt,  in this case, the Jaket for the first time. Said that if the men are sexually assaulted that 

he should also get the same protection of the laws as the same which provides to the female victims. 

WHY THE MEN ARE STILL SILENT 

Many crimes committed against the Men in India as the same committed against the women, women come and 

speak openly about that but the men are still silent and the result it that cases not come into the knowledge and not 

                                                             
3 1996 (38) DRJ 22 
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registered. The prior reason behind it the men did not come to speak openly and they do not fight for their justice. 

Why the cases crime against men not registered there are many factors behind it.  

 FAILING TO ACCEPT 

The main reason the cases did not come into the knowledge is that the men are not ready to accept the violence as 

a crime as the same as the women are still avoiding the domestic violence as a crime. The main problem is that 

the men are not ready to accept that they are suffering from the violence by their wife and the mind-set of the 

society that the men can’t be the victim of the domestic violence. It was shown by research that 71% of the men 

that they were abused, 84.9% of men are not able to tell to anyone about that.4 

 FEEL ASHAMED 

It is very shameful for the men to beaten by women that why they do not want to talk about it to anyone they only 

take the help of the silent. They feel that the people around them will make the jock of him, and it is the cause the 

crime increase day by day against the men also. The men should break their silence if they themselves not come 

to talk about that openly than no one can help them. We all considered the women that they are more shameful 

and sensitive than the man but still she has the guts and come forward and speak about the offences against her. 

But the men are still silent. The men also come forward and speak about the offences which committed against 

them. It was shown by research that the 55.6% feel shame to talk about the offences against him to anyone.5 

 THE PARALYZED LAWS 

The Indian laws are Paralyzed in nature the laws only provide the opportunity to the women. It has been seen from 

the history that the women always considered as the victim at some point of time it is true but at the present time 

the men also the victim of the offences they also need the protection form the laws. At the present time the men 

facing the problem of the false charges and crimes. For that the human rights need to be gender equality which 

include the rights for the men and women. 

 FAMILY PRESSURE 

Most of the families in India are more conservative and they also not allow the men also to speak about anything. 

Of men facing the problem of domestic violence forms the side of the wife than other family members of also stop 

the men to talk about it to anyone. Because they have the fear that what the society will tell. The biggest problem 

in India the Indian people do not think more about themselves how much they think that what will the society tell. 

By that, most of the case is not registered. 

 FEAR OF FALSE DOWRY CASE 

                                                             
4 https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/may/23/indian-study-male-sexual-abuse-film-maker-insia-dariwala  
5 https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/may/23/indian-study-male-sexual-abuse-film-maker-insia-dariwala  
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The biggest problem in India is that men are suffering from false dowry cases. As we all know that the Indian laws 

are very strict for the dowry, the law takes strict action against the person who tortures the women for the dowry. 

The Indian government provide the protection for the women for the dowry as Dowry Prohibition Act,1961, and 

section 304B of the Indian Penal Code,1860  this Act and sections provide the safeguard to the women by taking 

the advantage of this the women file the false cases against the husband if he told anyone about the domestic 

violence. 

 FEAR OF FALSE RAPE AND OTHER CHARGES 

Whenever a women file a rape case the women considered as the victim and men considered as the accused and 

there are the high chances that the women will get the case in favour. If a case is filed by the women the accused 

immediately be taken into the Custody. We all know that society is support the rape victim especially the women. 

The women by taking the advantage of the strong feminist moment in India may file false cases against the men. 

The result of it the men has to face the punishment for the things which the actually not did. That’s why the men 

remain silent and not take any action against the women who commit the offences against the men.  

CONCLUSION 

In the end it can be concluded that in the eye of law everyone is equal and deserves to be treated equally. The 

attitude of the society towards the men needs to be change. It is truth that the weak but at some point of time they 

might weak and they need someone who can listen to them. As the above discussion shows that the society treats 

the men only as the accused and the women as the victim and the government also make there efforts for the 

protection or safety for the women but when it come to the men’s rights no one including the government of India 

don’t want to do anything for the men. If a crime committed against the women everyone is ready including the 

government to stand for the justice of the women but for the men the society is not ready to accept the reality that 

the men can also be the victim of the same offences of Rape, Domestic Violence, Sexual Harassment, etc. The 

society as well as the government make there efforts by which the men can also come to that point by which they 

can also get the justice. The government make the some changes in the laws and provide the equal opportunity to 

the men also when they face the offences. The men and the women are the main pillars of the society as well as 

the family. Hence the laws also needed to provide the equal protection to the both. The government must include 

the domestic violence against men as a punishment. For that we need a National Commission by which the men 

also can get the proper opportunity to file their cases and the proper investigation can be conducted. The National 

Commission for the men will definitely benefit the Indian society at the great extent. 
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